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Computer science and musicology  

 
Nicholas Cook: “We stand at a moment of opportunity” (2005) 
 

 

“The trouble is, we've been standing at this moment of opportunity for quite some time now …” 
 

N. Cook, Towards the complete musicologist, in: Proceedings of the 5th ISMIR, 2005, London. 	


http://www.flickr.com/photos/photocillin/3932407238/	
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Perhaps in the foreseeable future 'Computer Studies in Music' might 
become as widespread and respectable a discipline in our universities as 
the potential of the ‘high-speed idiot’ would appear to justify.  

 

John Morehen, Ian Bent:  Computer Applications in Musicology,  1979	


Computer science and musicology  
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Man kann erwarten, dass die Konsequenzen für die Musikwissenschaft über 
das Methodische hinauszielen und die Möglichkeiten erweitern, mit denen 
Musik wissenschaftlich zu erfassen ist.  

Harald Heckmann, Elektronische Datenverarbeitung in der Music,   1967	


Computer science and musicology  
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Taking the relation between the disciplines of mathematics and musicology as 
a kind of marriage, I offer my service as a counsellor to restore a healthy 
relationship.  

Alan Marsden, Special Issue, Journal of Mathematics and Music,   2012 

Computer science and musicology  
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Mel is a MIR researcher (the audio type) who's always been convinced that 
his field of research had something to contribute to the study of music 
cognition. His feeling, however, hasn't been much shared by the reviewers of 
the many psychology journals he tried submitting his views to. Their critics, 
rejecting his data as irrelevant, have frustrated him - the more he tried to 
rebut, the more defensive both sides of the debate became. 

Aucoutourier and Bigand,  ISMIR-proceedings,  2012	


Computer science and music cognition 
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Some misconceptions … 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	
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Some misconceptions … 

Computational tools ready for easy use 	


http://www.globalnerdy.com	


http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	
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Some misconceptions … 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


… we seem to be without a sufficiently 
well-defined "theory" of music that 
could provide that logically consistent 
set of relationships between the 
elements which is necessary in order to 
program … 	
 	


	
 	
Vercoe 1971	


http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	
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Some misconceptions … 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Provider of “ground truth”	
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Some misconceptions … 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


http://www.globalnerdy.com	


…  machine learning … For this tradition, whether 
the ground truth is meaningful or not is irrelevant. It 
is just taken as a temporary gold standard, relative to 
which different algorithms can be compared.	


	
Aucoutourier & Bigand, 2012	
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Some misconceptions … 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Machine-learning research has become quite  
common in the field of Music Information Retrieval, 
but often there is no focus on WHAT has been 
learned and so no direct music-theoretic or analytical 
benefit. 	
 	
	


	
 	
Alan Marsden, 2009	
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Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


http://www.globalnerdy.com	


new methods	
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http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Research topics with challenges and benefits for both sides	
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Why? 

Music similarity 
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Features of the music Experience of similarity 
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Why? 

Music similarity 
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Why a problem? 
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Music Information Retrieval 

Music Information Retrieval seeks to ”make the worlds vast store of 
music accessible to all” (Downie, 2003) 

enable users to search in large collections of digitized musical data  

Musical similarity: central concept 
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Music similarity is …  

According to MIR-researchers: 
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Music similarity is …  

… inherently an ill posed problem. 
Slaney (2008)  

… a fuzzy term. 
Allamanche (2003), McFee (2010) 

… an elusive concept. 
Berenzweig (2003) 

… a huge challenge. 
Downie et al (2009) 

… a cold start problem. 
Wang et al (2011) 
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The trouble is …  

Still, the task is important.  
Slaney, 2008 
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Typical MIR-approach to Similarity 

… low level audio feature. 
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… low level audio features 

… are useful for a number of applications in MIR 

… have led to a “glass ceiling” of performance 

… are difficult to use for determining similarity on a fine-grained level 
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Music similarity 
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… inherently an ill posed problem.  Slaney (2008)  

What music do people consider as being similar? 
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Let’s turn to Cognitive Science … 

Similarity is one of the most central theoretical constructs in psychology. 
 (Medin et al 1993) 
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Similarity is fundamental for learning, knowledge and thought, for only our 
sense of similarity allows us to order things into kinds so that these can 
function as stimulus meanings. Reasonable expectation depends on the 
similarity of circumstances and on our tendency to expect that similar causes 
will have similar effects.  

	

 

  (Quine, cited in Goldstone & Son, 2005) 

Cognitive Science … 
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Similarity 

Appreciating the similarity between crocodiles and alligators is helpful 
because information learned about one is generally true of the other. If we 
learned an arbitrary fact about crocodiles, such as they are very sensitive to the 
cold, then we would probably be safe in inferring that this fact is also true of 
alligators.      (Goldstone and Son, 2005) 
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Similarity 

Similarity is an excellent example of a domain-general source of information. 
Even when we do not have specific knowledge about a domain, we can use 
similarity as a default method to reason about it.    

      (Goldstone and Son, 2005) 
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Similarity in Cognitive Science 

Geometric models (Nonmetric multidimensional scaling) 
 
 
 
 
Featural models (Tversky) 

    
 
 
 
Alignment models 
 
Transformational models 
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Similarity in Cognitive Science 

Are there general models of similarity across domains? 
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Similarity for music? 

The idea put forward in this paper is that perceptual processes are 
temporally organized so that they proceed from global structuring 
towards more and more fine-grained analysis. In other words, a scene 
is decomposed rather than built up.    (Navon 1977) 
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Music similarity 

Oxford Music Online:  
subject entry: similarity 
 
 
 no result 

Music similarity no research subject per se  
(other than: tonality, rhythm, sonata form …) 
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Music similarity 

  musical style, “early” Schubert vs. “late” Schubert 
  typical harmonic chord progression 
  sonata form (first and section thematic section, study of derivatives) 
  study of “prototypical patterns” 
 

Yet: many topics inherently linked to music similarity	


no explicit model 
http://weirdo-from-nowhere.blogspot.com	
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  Variation principle 

Music similarity 
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Variation is …  

ask a musicologists 
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Variation …  

… reflects a technique and process important in nearly all music . 
 (Grove online)  

… ethnomusicologists stated that the method was universal 
  (Deliege, 2007) 

In poetry (and music) … repetition, variation, similarity, association are 
everywhere     (Middleton, 1990) 
 

Since to the best of my knowledge there has never been music without 
conformant relationships …   (Meyer, 1973) 

 
 
… underlies all music. 

 (Nelson, 1948) 
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Variation is linked to similarity 

By conformant relationship I mean simply those in which 
one (more or less) identifiable, discrete musical event is 
related to another such event by similarity. (L. Meyer, 1973) 
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Function of variation 

  This suggests that similarity relationships give the listener the feeling that 
he understands what he is listening to without having to study the 
compositional rules on which the music was based.  (Deliege, 2007) 

  … the need of audiences for periodic “rests” to help assimilation of 
perhaps lengthy performances. … While repetition is a feature of all 
music, of any sort, a high level of repetition may be a specific mark of the 
“popular”, enabling an inclusive rather than exclusive audience.

      (Middleton, 1990) 
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http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Variation!	
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Theory of variation? 

  Many writers have made the variation form the object of their 
studies, but none of their works includes an extended treatment 
of the variation as a whole…  (Nelson, 1948) 
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Definition of variation? 

  … yet we may find it hard to come up with a precise definition 
that will fit all those cases that we consider examples of 
derivation, and only those cases. (E.T. Cone, 1987) 

  I fully agree with Tovey that. “Nothing is easier than to derive 
any musical idea whatever from any other musical idea; 
(L.B. Meyer, 1973) 

 

no explicit model	

http://weirdo-from-nowhere.blogspot.com	
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Towards Modelling Variation in Music as Foundation for Similarity 
Anja Volk1, W. Bas de Haas1, Peter van Kranenburg2 

 1ICS Utrecht University, 2Meertens Institute, Amsterdam 
{a.volk,w.b.dehaas}@uu.nl, peter.van.kranenburg@meertens.knaw.nl 
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musical features 
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(GTTM) 

 
 

paradigm 
 (Nattiez) 
 
 

cue and imprint 
(Deliège) 

 
 

Similarity in Music Information 
Retrieval 
•  fundamental concept for retrieval 
•  “fuzzy, illusive, ill-defined”  
•  typical: genre-level similarity  
•  prominent: low-level audio features 
•  little attention: symbolic domain 
•  needed: finer-grained similarity relations 

Variation in Musicology 
•  underlies all music 
•  primary principle 
•  no general theory, no general definition 
•  studies on specific styles 
•  variation sets in classical Western music 
•  tune family in folk music 
•  cover songs in popular music 

Similarity and Variation in Cognitive Science 
•  similarity: fundamental for human cognition 
•  formal models of similarity (e.g. geometric, featural, 

alignment-based, transformational model) 
•  cross-domain models envisioned, music is missing 
•  music cognition studies: experts and novices experience 

similarity based on variation 
•  phrase structure crucial for detecting variation patterns 

       

Information  
Retrieval 

Cognitive Science 

Musicology 

Research Agenda 
•  investigating the human assessment 

of similarity as a basic musical skill  
•  building domain models for 

perceptually relevant variation  
 
•  developing segmentation methods 
•  developing computational models for 

variation in harmony, rhythm, melody 
•  modelling of interaction between local 

variation patterns and their contexts  
•  modelling overall similarity by 

integrating segments into their global 
context within the piece 

 
•  evaluating general models of 

similarity for the domain of music 
•  evaluating on collections of classical, 

folk and pop music 

 
hook 

 (Burns) 
 
 
 

creator           listener ` 

MUSIVA 

tune family 
(Bayard) 

 
pattern matching 

algorithms 
 

 
 

Computational Approach 
•  modelling the interaction between 

local and global features of music 

short melodic pattern         general melodic line 

interaction   
  

Different Research Strands on Variation in Music 

Modelling MUsical SImilarity over time through the VAriation principle – MUSIVA-Project (2011-2016) 

closely related concepts 

relevant perspectives and contexts 

differing 

perspectives 

within     between pieces 
occurrence 

of variation 
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Local and global features of folk songs from the same tune family 

Disconnected research strands 
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Variation Principle 

 
n  Short melodic pattern 
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Interaction between local and global features 

A.Volk and P. van Kranenburg: 	

Melodic similarity among folk songs: An annotation study on similarity-based categorization in 
music 	

Musicae Scientiae (2012).	


P. van Kranenburg, A. Volk, F. Wiering: 	

A Comparison between Global and Local Features for Computational Classification of Folk Song 
Melodies, 	

Journal of New Music Research (to appear).	
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Interaction between local and global features 

 
  General melodic line: global feature 
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  Global feature helps to discover salient local elements 
 

 
 

Interaction between local and global features 
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One example: phrase structure 

 
  … repetition of units that form a complete segment at some level seems to 

be more noticeable than repetition of units that do not  
    (Margulis, Music Perception, 2012) 

  Participants had a hard time identifying an immediate repeat of a measure-
long unit when it first functioned as the end of a phrase and then as the 
beginning    (Margulis, Music Perception, 2012) 
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WP-1  

Domain modelling and test cases 

WP-2:  

Segmentation 

WP-4:  

Interaction local-global 

WP-3:  

Relevant features WP-5:  

Theoretic model of 
similarity 

Marcelo Rodríguez-López	


PhD student 	
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WP-1  

Domain modelling and test cases 

WP-2:  

Segmentation 

WP-4:  

Interaction local-global 

WP-3:  

Relevant features WP-5:  

Theoretic model of 
similarity 

Bas de Haas	

Postdoc 	
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MUSIVA (2011-2016) 
 

http://www.cs.uu.nl/research/projects/vidi-volk 

Anja Volk	

Principal Investigator 	


Bas de Haas	

Postdoc 	


Marcelo Rodríguez-López	


PhD student 	


N.N.	


programmer	
Frans Wiering	


Part-time member	
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http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Research topics with challenges and benefits for both sides	
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Systematization of variation	


 Deliver concept relevant to a general audience	


Musicology	


Our understanding of musical technique would 
have advanced much further if only someone 
had asked: Where, when, and how did music 
first develop its most striking and distinctive 
characteristic – repetition? 	


	
 	
 	
Heinrich Schenker	

variation	
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Systematization of variation	


 Deliver concept relevant to a general audience	


Musicology	


Evaluation of general cognitive models	


Validate similarity models across domains  	


Cognitive Science	

	


Higher-level processing in establishing similarity	


Improve retrieval performance	


Music Information Retrieval	
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http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Similarity based on Variation	
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http://www.globalnerdy.com	
 http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


You guys talk about variation as a universal principle 
and don’t even have a definition of it?  

Interdisciplinary challenges in e-Humanities 
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Computational approaches 

Music Research 

Mathematical approaches 
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Special	  Issue	  	  
Mathema0cal	  and	  Computa0onal	  Approaches	  to	  Music:	  
Three	  Methodological	  Reflec0ons	  

Guest	  Editors:	  	  	  Anja	  Volk	  and	  Aline	  Honing	  
	  

Contributors:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Alan	  Marsden	  
	   	   	   	  Guerino	  Mazzola	  	  

	   	   	  Geraint	  A.	  Wiggins	  

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tmam20/6/2	
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In 1978, when I first got involved in the science of music … I read a 
number of important musicological books ... 

Interdisciplinary challenges in e-Humanities 

This impression was for me, being educated in mathematics and 
theoretical physics, a catastrophe. How could such a wonderful 
musical art be described and understood by a set of completely 
incoherent, fuzzy, and fragmentary ‘theories’? This unacceptable 
state was my point of departure when I decided to rethink 
musicology in a rigorous way. My plan was to try to create precise 
models of musical structures and processes that would comply with 
what hard science had accomplished... After all, music is a very 
precise matter, be it in composition, improvisation, and 
performance.  

G. Mazzola, “Mazzola’s response to Marsden’s text”, JMM, 2012 
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Interdisciplinary challenges in e-Humanities 

It would like to take a different tack, though, and ask two questions 
about such mathematical formulations: how do we know if a 
formulation is adequate, and are precise mathematical formulations 
necessarily better than the imprecisely formulated – and probably 
imprecise – concepts customarily used by musicologists and music 
analysts? 

A. Marsden, “Response to Guerino Mazzola”,JMM, 2012 
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Example: paradigmatic analysis             pattern matching algorithm 

Precise              imprecise concepts 

http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/6th/gillettc/
ReadingManiacs.gif 
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Precise              imprecise concepts 

http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/
6th/gillettc/
ReadingManiacs.gif 

… points us to one of the key achievements of mathematics and computation in music, namely their 
ability to indicate to us where exactly the messiness lies in the detail. The ‘breaking down’ of a 
formula or a model at a certain point provides an important moment of insight into the investigation 
of the phenomenon. For instance, the fact that computational algorithms find much more motivic 
patterns than humans do … , provides an explicit demonstration of Marsden’s account of selectivity 
that is part of the human process of analysing a musical piece. The mismatch between the amount 
and nature of patterns detected by algorithms and humans also indicates how little we seem to know 
yet about those selection processes.   	
 	
 	
Volk and Honingh, JMM, 2012	


too much patterns!	


Example: paradigmatic analysis             pattern matching algorithm 
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Precise              imprecise concepts 

how do we know if a formulation is adequate, and are precise 
mathematical formulations necessarily better than the imprecisely 
formulated – and probably imprecise – concepts customarily used 
by musicologists and music analysts? 

A. Marsden, “Response to Guerino Mazzola”,JMM, 2012 

Are we humans working imprecisely – or do we have an imprecise 
understanding of how our mind works? 
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Precise  models            imprecise concepts 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	
http://www.globalnerdy.com	
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Precise  models            imprecise concepts 

http://www.globalnerdy.com	


We  should  add  an  important  difference  in 
mathematical  versus musical  conceptualization: 
Our  definition  of  …  can  be  questioned  as 
missing some aspects that might be important in 
music  theory  or  aesthetics.  This  is  a  typical 
objection from the humanities:  they would not 
accept any definition without being thoroughly 
confirmed  by  the  historical  and/or  systematic 
criteria of the field.  Mathematicians would not 
accept  such  a  requirement.  They  would  rather 
prefer to construct precise concepts, even if they 
do not cover all possible aspects. ... A theory that 
searches for concepts that everybody at any time 
and place would accept is suicidal and does not 
solve any problem.	

	


	
 	
G. Mazzola, JMM, 2012	
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Precise  models            imprecise concepts 

http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


I  am  fond  of  emphasizing  …  the  distinction 
between precision and accuracy. A watch with a 
second  hand  can  give  us  a  more  precise 
measurement  of  time  than  a  clock  with  no 
second hand, but it is less accurate if the watch 
is 5 min slow. A mathematical formulation can 
similarly  be  very  precise  … but  its  accuracy 
depends  on  how  well  it  describes  the 
phenomenon in question. 	


	
 	
A. Marsden, JMM, 2012	
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http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	
http://www.globalnerdy.com	


Precise              imprecise concepts 

Huge contribution! 
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Computational Music Analysis 

Precise  models            imprecise concepts 

G. Mazzola, The Topos of Music, 2002	
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Computational Music Analysis 

Precise  models            imprecise concepts 
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Syncopation 

Anja Volk, The Study of Syncopation using Inner Metric Analysis: Linking Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of 
Metre in Music, In: Journal of New Music Research, 2008	
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Syncopation 

Anja Volk, The Study of Syncopation using Inner Metric Analysis: Linking Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of 
Metre in Music, In: Journal of New Music Research, 2008	
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Syncopation: Tapping to Ragtimes 

Snyder, J. & Krumhansl, C. (2001). Tapping to ragtime: cues to pulse finding. Music Perception, 18, 455–489	


Mean distribution of musical events by sixteenth-note metrical position	
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Mean autocorrelation coefficients for lags of 1-8 sixteenth notes	


Syncopation: Tapping to Ragtimes 

Snyder, J. & Krumhansl, C. (2001). Tapping to ragtime: cues to pulse finding. Music Perception, 18, 455–489	
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Syncopation: Tapping to Ragtimes 
Anja Volk, The Study of Syncopation using Inner Metric Analysis: Linking Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of 
Metre in Music, Journal of New Music Research, 2008	


Nonpareil Rag: left hand	


Nonpareil Rag: both hands	


Nonpareil Rag: right hand	
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Lesson to learn here: 
 
 
Musicologists are an inevitable partner for finding out what those models 
and abstractions tell us (and what not) and how to refine them!  

Precise  models            imprecise concepts 
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http://www.globalnerdy.com	
 http://www.info.music.indiana.edu/	


good result counts!	
 bad result might give us insight!	


Precise  models            imprecise concepts 



http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/6th/gillettc/ReadingManiacs.gif 
http://lwhisper.home.mindspring.com/ArtGillham.html 

The ‘failure’ of models 



Metric structure and performance 

http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/6th/gillettc/ReadingManiacs.gif 
http://lwhisper.home.mindspring.com/ArtGillham.html 

Im engsten Rahmen der Taktmotive ist die Agogik so zu gestalten, daß der 
leichten Zeit (d.h. der im Auftakt stehenden) etwas von ihrer Dauer abgezogen 
und der schweren etwas zugelegt wird ...  

Hugo Riemann: Handbuch des Klavierspiels, 1905. 



Metric structure and performance 

http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/6th/gillettc/ReadingManiacs.gif 
http://lwhisper.home.mindspring.com/ArtGillham.html 

Im engsten Rahmen der Taktmotive ist die Agogik so zu gestalten, daß der 
leichten Zeit (d.h. der im Auftakt stehenden) etwas von ihrer Dauer abgezogen 
und der schweren etwas zugelegt wird ...  

Hugo Riemann: Handbuch des Klavierspiels, 1905. 
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Im engsten Rahmen der Taktmotive ist die Agogik so zu gestalten, daß der 
leichten Zeit (d.h. der im Auftakt stehenden) etwas von ihrer Dauer abgezogen 
und der schweren etwas zugelegt wird ...  

Hugo Riemann: Handbuch des Klavierspiels, 1905. 



Metric structure and performance 

Anja Fleischer (Volk), PhD 2002. 

http://www.netinstruments.com/pianos/piano/yamaha-c3-
grand-piano-w-ipad-player-system/ 

http://
andrewjpeterswrites.com/?
tag=stephanie-spinner 



Metric structure and performance 

http://www.cam.k12.il.us/ms/6th/gillettc/ReadingManiacs.gif 
http://lwhisper.home.mindspring.com/ArtGillham.html 

Hugo Riemann: Handbuch des Klavierspiels, 1905. 
Anja Fleischer (Volk), PhD 2002. 
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Not just data provider 

Interdisciplinary enterprise in e-Humanities 
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I have found one counterexample where your model 
does not work, hence your model is invalid! 	
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Musicologists particularly need to learn …  that error 
(noise) is inevitable, that it can be accounted for, and that 
its presence does not invalidate an argument	


	
 	
A. Marsden, JMM, 2012	
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“I have built a fantastic model, it gets 95% correct results (the rest is noise), 
hence I have finally fixed your messy concept, I have explained the 
phenomenon to you, I am done and move on to fix your next problem. “
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In the interdisciplinary discourse we need:  

As for any good relationships, I counsel honesty, effort and humility: honesty 
in being plain about what is  within scope and what is  not,  … ;  effort  in 
understanding one another’s domain; and humility in not making claims in 
the other domain which cannot be supported and not dismissing work from 
the other domain on the grounds only of its failings in one’s own.	


	
 	
 	
 	
A. Marsden, JMM, 2012	

	


research cycle	
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In the interdisciplinary discourse we need  

Humility is not a quality for which academics are famous, but I believe it is 
essential for interdisciplinary work. In starting to work with others from 
another discipline, we cannot but be conscious of our own ignorance and 
defer to the greater knowledge of others in their domain of expertise. In time, 
one gains knowledge of the other field and the most fruitful interdisciplinary 
work can be done, but by then one has probably been wrong so often that one 
has learned humility. 	
 	
 	
 A. Marsden, JMM, 2012	

	


research cycle	



